This paper presents an approach for generation of multilingual explanations from Conceptual Graphs (cgs) in restricted domains with highly conventional language. The generator is developed within a Knowledge Based Machine Aided Translation project DB-MAT. The system's objective is to provide the translator with the necessary domain knowledge. The algorithms handle extended referents, complex type de nitions, several explanation levels and provide coherent multisentential text. Complex graphs are broken into simpler subgraphs, which are ordered according to a selected schema.
Introduction
The DB-MAT project 1 investigates the approach, where the translator is supported by linguistic and domain knowledge, presented to him/her during the translation process (v.Hahn 1990; v.Hahn & Angelova forthcoming) . Many translations are needed for technical documents in restricted domains and translator's familiarity with the terminology is of crucial importance for the quality of the resulting text. Therefore, an integrated MAT system was designed and implemented. The user accesses domain knowledge by highlighting a string in the source text and specifying the type of query. The system has two distinct layers { language level and conceptual level. The representation of domain knowledge is language independent and is based on Conceptual Graphs (cgs) (Sowa 1992 (Sowa , 1984 . A sample graph from DB-MAT Knowledge Base (KB) in oil separation is given on Figure 1 . The system identi es the relevant domain information and produces a NL explanation (clari cation). In DB-MAT explanation denotes the answer generated from the internal conceptual representation. The result may vary between a single sentence and a paragraph-long text. Thus the translator can nd the appropriate verbal description, if a term is missing in the target language, or even introduce a new term. This paper will address aspects of the generation process, including an outline of the strategic component (Query Mapper) Every concept consists of a type label and a referent eld (see Figure 1 ). All concept types form a type hierarchy, which is a lattice. There are four canonical formation rules which are used for derivation:
(i) copy { make an exact copy of a graph; (ii) restrict { replace a concept type by a subtype or specialize the referent eld; (iii) simplify { remove all duplicate relations; (iv) join { join two graphs on identical concepts.
A new concept type is introduced by a type de nition which is a monadic lambda abstraction au, where u is a conceptual graph, called di erentia.
type POSITIVE(x) is NUMBER: *x ] {> (>) {> NUMBER : 0 ].
If we have a graph u containing a concept a and a type de nition for a, then we can de ne the operation minimal type expansion. It consists of joining the graph u with the di erentia on the concept a.
A new relation is introduced by a relation de nition which is n-adic lambda abstraction on the relation's arguments.
relation AGNT(x,y) The operation relation expansion replaces a conceptual relation and its attached concepts with the graph from the relation de nition, by making the neccesary restrictions of the concepts.
The projection operation operates on two graphs u and v and extracts a subgraph v of u called a projection of v in u. The properties of the projection operation are given in Sowa (1984) .
Our Internal Representation
Conceptual graphs are represented as tuples { graph identi er and relation list. The relation list contains triples { relation name, argument list and annotation eld. The argument list contains concept/graph identi ers and is ordered according to the arc numbers, the last one being the outgoing arc. All concepts are organised in a concept table and have unique identiers. The referent eld is represented as a feature structure and uni cation algorithm is applied. DB-MAT supports extended referents (Sowa 1993) : generic, individual marker, set, generic set, counted set, universal quantier, singular and plural questions, measures and nested graphs. A full description of the Prolog implementation of conceptual graphs and all related algorithms is given in Petermann, Euler & Bontcheva (1995) .
Relevant System Components
The domain knowledge (currently in oil separation) is encoded in a set of cgs called Knowledge Base (KB) . It consists of a type hierarchy (lattice), canonical graphs, type and relation de nitions. The algorithm for knowledge extraction applies (maximal) join, projection and other CG operations.
The DB-MAT lexicon contains both general lexica (everyday words, function words, etc.) and terminology. All lexicon entries contain the usual information (part of speech, gender, in ection class, etc.). Every domain speci c entry has an additional link to the KB.
Separate German and Bulgarian morphological components have been implemented. They are used during generation and query analysis phases.The overall DB-MAT architecture is discussed in more details in v. Hahn & Angelova (1994b). 5 Multilingual Generation of Explanations 5.1 The Main Objectives { Subject Information, Coherence and Multilinguality The main task is to provide the translator with the necessary domain knowledge presented to him/her as a NL explanation in German/Bulgarian. At present several query (explanation) types are supported { de nitions, related concepts, characteristics, examples, similarity and di erence (in the last two cases the user is prompted for a second term). New query types can be added by the translator and will appear in the menu. The user can customise the Query Mapper strategy per query type, i.e. he/she can specify the relevant relations (v.Hahn & Angelova 1994b) .
After some experiments with a KB in oil separation, we found that often we must generate a multisentential text. As a result, algorithms providing a coherent output had to be designed and implemented. Due to the speci c domain terminology and the established language conventions, the structure of domain-oriented texts can be captured by a set of prede ned schemata. Therefore DB-MAT supports three schemata { one for identi cation (used for de nitions in the corresponding LSP { Language for Special Purposes), one for similarity and one for di erence. They are rather similar to those introduced in McKeown (1985) . The extracted graphs are ordered according to the selected schema thus forming a well-structured explanation. For instance, the de nition schema rst introduces the supertype(s) then come all functions, attributes and parts. Analogies and examples are given last. Analogies appear only in case of iterative explanations, when a discourse history is available and the new term can be compared to another one, already introduced to the translator.
Most of our e orts were concentrated on the de nition schema for several reasons (mainly user oriented):
if the translator is not familiar with a term, most frequently he/she asks about its de nition; if there's a terminological gap in the target language, the translator will need a de nition of the term in order to make a paraphrase or introduce a new term; Another serious challenge faced by the generator was the di erence between concepts in the KB and their NL utterance. Often concepts are expressed by compound terms and one-word terms are represented by complex conceptual structures. Additionally, some concepts can be expressed in one language, while there is no corresponding term in the other. The mapping between concepts and lexicon entries (i.e. existing language terms) is given by Prolog terms, specifying the German/Bulgarian "names" of the KB concept types. If there is no corresponding term (i.e. no available lexicon entry for that language), then the term is missing. For instance, for COR PLATE we have { lex kb g 2 (id5 3 , 'COR PLATE'). { while the corresponding term with b is missing (since there is no such term in Bulgarian). If we want to nd the Bulgarian utterance of a graph containing a concept of type COR PLATE, we take the type de nition of COR PLATE and perform a minimal type expansion. This step is applied iteratively until all concepts can be mapped to legal lexicon entries. Since this operation may lead to unwanted overgeneration in case of very complex type de nitions, the generator takes a simple subgraph containing only few di erent relations and uses it instead of the complex one. A prede ned relation precedence is used in such cases, the CHAR and ATTR relations being the most preferred. The latter is due to our studies which proved that characteristics and attributes tend to be used when compound terms and phrases are formed.
Query Mapper { the Strategical Component
The Query Mapper identi es the relevant knowledge pool by applying the projection algorithm. A very interesting and crucial step in Mapper's algorithm is the interpretation of the highlighted sequence. At that phase some typically multilingual problems should be resolved { processing of terminological gaps and phrase explanations ( Winschiers & Angelova 1993) .
Another possible case is partial term highlighting { the selected sequence has no independent domain meaning, but is a part of one or more complex terms. Then the Query Mapper displays a list of all relevant complex terms, thus enabling the translator to make a new choice.
The two special queries { similarity and di erence, also change the Mapper's overall strategy (Winschiers & Angelova 1993; v.Hahn & Angelova 1994a) . These algorithms rely on the powerful inheritance mechanism by using the information provided in the type hierarchy and the CG formation rules.
5.3 EGEN { the Tactical Component 5.3.1 Input EGEN has as input a list of CGs (the relevant knowledge pool, passed by the Query Mapper), language, focus list, query type and iterative call ag. Language speci es the explanation's language. Focus list contains the highlighted concept(s), which should become the global focus of the generated explanation. Usually this list contains one concept, but in case of similarity/di erence question, there will be more items. Additionally EGEN maintains some discourse information using iterative call ag. This ag is set, when the user has highlighted a term into the explanation window, asking for further clari cation. In this case EGEN should preserve all concepts introduced in the previous explanation into the discourse stack and use proper referring expressions.
Explanation Levels
We have made certain steps towards modelling of user's domain knowledge. So far the translator is provided with di erent explanation levels and he is free to select one of them. The supported levels of domain familiarization are:
Minimal { all complex terms are fully explained (for each complex term, having type de nition in the KB, insert a generated explanation using this de nition). For instance, if EGEN encounters the concept type SHELL SEPARATOR, then it also inserts an explanation about it at the place of its rst occurrence in the context. The type de nition is verbalised completely. Average { reduced complex term explanations. Again the type de nitions are used, but the de nition graph is not processed completely.
Only relations included into a user-de ned set are verbalised. Expert { no additional explanations. We plan some future enhancements to this approach in several directions.
1. Track all terms familiar to the user and use them in consecutive sessions. As a result, EGEN may introduce comparison and contrast with familiar terms.
2. If the translator highlights a term, having no direct correspondence in the target language (i.e. terminological gap), EGEN will apply the respective algorithm and provide the user with opportunity to enter his paraphrase or newly created term into the lexicon. That information will be user-speci c and the next time EGEN has to utter that term, it will use the new entry (if the same user is working with the system). In this way DB-MAT will provide the translator with a convenient way to introduce his own terminology into the lexicon and use it consistently afterwards. This will prevent the user from introducing two or more di erent phrases denoting one and the same missing term (which results into translation ambiguity).
Utterance Forming
Since the KB was not designed under linguistic objectives, all cgs need some pre-processing before they can be verbalised. The system maintains a basic set of relations (like OBJ, AGNT, INST, etc.), which are used actively by the generation algorithm. All new relations are introduced by relation de nitions and the event concepts 4 have corresponding case frames 5 . EGEN distinguishes between type de nitions and case frames, since the de nitions carry the concept's domain semantics, while the case frame is used for purely NL purposes. The pre-processor checks each relation from the input cgs. If a relation is not a basic one, then relation expansion is performed and the resulting graph is checked upon the corresponding case frame. The resulting cg is verbalised instead of the original one. In this way, all input cgs are transformed to cgs for which the generation algorithm could be applied.
In EGEN's design and implementation the guidelines given in section 5.4 (Sowa 1984) are followed. We try mapping concepts onto nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs and relations into "function words" or syntactic elements. However, we have extended Sowa's algorithm to cover a wider range of conceptual graphs:
Extended referents are handled consistently -e.g. measures, sets, disjunctive sets, etc.
Relevant properties are grouped together { e.g. if there are several concepts linked by the ATTR relation to a common concept, then the typedef DISPERSION(x) Fig. 2 . Sample knowledge pool and nal German output with comments attributes are ordered according to their "distance" in the type hierarchy. For instance, if there are several attributes specifying physical dimensions and other object characteristics, then all dimensional attributes will be grouped together. On the contrary { if they remain mixed up, the resulting text will sound unnaturally.
Conjunction is introduced when there are two or more concepts linked by matching relations to a given concept { e.g. if there are two attributes of a concept then they are verbalised in a conjuction.
The grammar output is not a word sequence, but a sentence tree with a root { the starting category S and leaves { the generated sentence. In this way some post-processing could be applied before the sentence is realised as a word sequence.
EGEN has a rule for relative clauses { if a concept has more than one adjacent OBJ or AGNT relations, then a relative clause is generated (Zock 1991) . The selection of the appropriate connecting word (which, who, where) depends on the concept's place in the type hierarchy. For instance, where is used for PLACEs and who -for PERSONs.
Sample Output
The given example (see Figure 2) results from a user's request for de nition of Dispersion in German. The respective type de nition is extracted together with another relevant graph. After the de nition schema is applied, the graphs are ordered as shown. De nite article is used for Dispersion in the second sentence, since the concept is already present in the current context.
Implementation
The current demo version of the generator is implemented in LPA Prolog for Macintosh. There is a running prototype of the system where explanations are generated for the basic terminology in oil separation.
Conclusion
This paper presented our approach for generation of multilingual explanations from cgs. The described algorithms can be applied only in restricted domains, where terms and expressions denote existing objects or phenomena, i.e. all domain knowledge is language-independent. Another serious limitation are the prede ned schemata, which are dictated by the highlyconventional technical language, but are not applicable to other domains. EGEN handles arbitrary complex CGs, including propositions, statements and situations. In the future it will cope with coreference links and negation. Our method can also be extended to account better for user's domain knowledge, text coherence and discourse structures.
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